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Software Developer

Front end

Back end

Html, Css, JS React JS Next JS

NodeJS Firebase Mongodb

Utilities and framework

Github Material UI Electron JS

Patrick Cheliel Correa

Provide top-notch technical support to team and customers via phone,
email, and remote desktop assistance for a diverse range of software and
hardware products, ensuring prompt issue resolution.
Diagnose and troubleshoot software and hardware issues, escalating
complex cases to the appropriate teams while maintaining detailed incident
records.
Conducted training sessions for new team members, sharing best practices,
product knowledge, and customer service techniques, leading to quicker
onboarding and improved team performance.
Stay updated with the latest industry trends and product updates through
continuous learning and self-improvement, ensuring up-to-date technical
knowledge for effective support.

TECHNICAL SAMPLE PROJECTS

Lending company web application

noahs-portfolio

lending web app

Display important information to clients and loan calculator

Website personalization at admin page

Manage and create agents referral links

Received email to the company and to the agents referred to that quotation

Dental Clinic Application
github repo

Manage customer information and treatments rendered

Manage treatment services

Track sales and expense

Customizable application information and colors

IT college graduate with a strong passion for JavaScript development and over 4 years of hands-on
experience as a self-taught developer. Proficient in building dynamic and interactive web applications using
JavaScript, HTML, and CSS. Skilled in front-end frameworks like React, and experienced in server-side scripting
with Node.js. Proven ability to collaborate with cross-functional teams and deliver high-quality, user-friendly
web solutions. Committed to staying at the forefront of JavaScript innovations and best practices. Seeking
opportunities to leverage my JavaScript expertise to create engaging and responsive web experiences for
clients or users.

https://rsbc-marketing.vercel.app/
https://noahs-portfolio-web.vercel.app/
https://github.com/Noah202226/dental-clinic-pos

